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I wanted to present an entertaining talk on working in wood and thought that engineering in wood could be a
suitable topic. I am sure that many of the members are familiar with the design of timber beams and components in buildings and a lecture on those aspects of engineering would probably be pretty dull.
Therefore I don’t intend to cover the mathematics of engineering or design. I want instead to cover items
that have interested me and hope that they will be amusing and interesting to others. I expect most members
will be familiar with most of the things that I am going to discuss but I hope that I can show some of them
in a new light and as engineers always like to fiddle with things I have bought along lots of toys! I always
enjoy a lecture with plenty of visual aids and demonstrations so that is the way I wish to proceed.
As I have started by touching on beams and structures I want to start by discussing John Wallis. Living in
the second half of the 17th century he was considered to be the second best mathematician in England after
Sir Issac Newton. He was noted for his skill with ciphers and according to rumour was given the position
of Savilian Professor of Geometry for services to King Charles in deciphering the codes of his enemies.
The aspect of his work I want to demonstrate is his design for an interlocking system of floor beams considered by Sir Christopher Wren for the Sheldonian theatre in Oxford. A problem existed in spanning large
areas such as theatres without the use of columns which would obscure the stage. The only material available for beams being timbers which were limited in length by the height of available trees. Wallis came up
with a system of interlocking standard beams which supported each other and could span large areas. Unfortunately pre computers it took a monumental effort to calculate the stresses involved.
However the following photograph demonstrates the principle :-

The structure is remarkably rigid, however Sir Christopher Wren apparently rejected it in favour of a truss of
his own design.
Timber has been used for some stunning roofs apart from those by well known architects such as Sir Christopher Wren. The following photograph shows the roof over a ‘Cock Pit’ reconstructed at St Fagins in
South Wales.

Roof Construction over a ‘Cock Pit’

Of Course timber has been a major construction material and the following pictures illustrate two common
buildings that were not only constructed of wood but relied heavily on timber for the construction of the machinery within.

Water Mill of Timber Construction

Examples of Wooden Machinery Used in Mills

Wooden Wind Mill

The two previous photographs show machinery inside a water mill again at St Fagins in South Wales and
illustrate how timber was an essential engineering material in earlier times. In fact I have often wondered
why we never refer to ‘Wood Age Man’. A handy stick was probably mans first tool well before flint axes
and there is still a strong inclination to ‘Poke it with a Stick’ even today.
My first excursion into wooden engineering was the construction of a spinning wheel inspired by a woodworking magazine article. I have since built about fourteen of differing types. Although the mechanisms
are slightly different they all work on the same principle as demonstrated by the simple spindle

The spindle is the heart of all spinning wheels. The example above consists of a stick on which the spun
yarn is wound for storage and a weight or ‘whorl’ that helps the spindle spin. The two functions it serves
are to twist the fibres tightly together and to store the yarn. The actual stretching of the fibres and formation
of the yarn occurs between the spinners fingers. The length of yarn that can be formed on a spindle is the
distance between the spinners hand and the floor. Once this length is achieved work has to stop whilst the
spun yarn is wound on to the spindle.
Spinning with a spindle like this is a long slow process and it is easy to imagine someone carrying out this
process imagining how it could be improved.

Simple spindle

More advanced spindle with flyer

I have made two or three types of spinning wheel but all rely on the same principle. The example above left
is basically the simple spindle laid on its side and powered by a hand spun wheel (Great Wheel) or by a treadle powered wheel. The yarn is formed by fibre being drawn out between the spinners fingers and the constant rotation of the spindle is allowed to induce twist into the yarn. The operator holds the yarn parallel
with the spindle to introduce the twist and moves the yarn to the side of the spindle once it is formed allowing it to be wound onto the spindle. Hence greater speed and efficiency is obtained as the production is continuous.
The flyer type machine is more complicated and incorporates a simple gear box allowing constant wheel
speed to turn the spindle at different rates allowing for more twist or just to suit the operators comfort. The

formation of the thread still takes place between the operators fingers but the flyer being driven by a continuous crossed belt is tensioned such that when the operator holds the yarn firmly, it can slip on the drive belt,
but with a release of tension by the operator it will catch on the belt and its gearing is such that it revolves
slower than the central bobbin allowing the wool to be wound on without a change in the operators hand position. The machine need only be stopped to change the hooks over which the yarn is being drawn to allow
even winding on the bobbin.
Placing one of these machines on a moving bed to draw out the yarn and devising a mechanism to trap the
yarn during the process were the only two challenges to the next stage and the development of the ‘Spinning
Jenny’. When you make and operate these machines the pattern of development becomes quite clear and it
is easy to see how the changes in design came about .

The photo on the left demonstrates an adaptation of
the spindle type machine. I was asked to make a
a hand operated wheel to specific dimensions. In
order to gain the required speed an intermediate lay
shaft was required which in turn required an additional tensioning mechanism
The upper pulley is tensioned by the lower screw
thread moving the whole mechanism back and forth
Whilst the spindle is tensioned by rotating the two
threaded supports (Maidens) holding the upper pulley.

The wheel can be seen in operation below

This is an example of a Welsh Sloping spinning wheel with a bobbin and flyer. This particular model was
made as a wedding present hence the names carved into the side. Details of the mechanism are illustrated
below.

Each part of the mechanism has a traditional name. The carrier at the base supporting the mechanism is
called the ‘Mother of All’ the horizontal bar above this is the ‘Maiden Carrier’, The two vertical posts are
termed the ‘Maidens’ These support the ‘Spindle’, ‘Spindle Whorl’ and the ‘Flyer’. The wooden screw
thread for tensioning can be clearly seen in the right hand photo and it is critical to have fine accurate adjustment of the drive belt tension.
The tension has to be taut enough to drive the spindle but slack enough to slip over the pulleys when the operator holds back the thread otherwise the yarn would just be pulled and snapped.

Locks

Wooden Egyptian Lock from Ninevah

Moving on from practical machines and into flights of fancy. I was inspired many years ago when I saw a
diagram of a wooden lock used in Egyptian times and have often thought of replicating it just for the sake of
it and this talk gave me an opportunity and reason to do just that.

Lock closed and pins in place

Key having lifted pins has drawn lock open

The above photographs show the principle of operation which has changed surprisingly little over time. The
lock consists of a body ,a bolt, tumblers and a key. When locked the wooden tumblers fall into slots in the
bolt and the lock can be opened by placing the key into the slot in the bolt where it lifts the pins and can be
used to withdraw the bolt.
The similarity between the mechanism and modern locks so struck me that I decided to see if I could make a
Yale style lock:-

Lock cylinder with key inserted

Cylinder inserted in barrel showing holes for pins

Work on the Yale style lock started by making the cylinder in two halves so that the slots could be routed.
The key was then shaped to fit accurately in the key way. The two halves of the cylinder were glued together and turned on the lathe to the shape shown above. The body was then made and the pin holes drilled
through with the barrel in place to ensure accurate alignment. The key was then cut to shape and placed in
the cylinder and the pins placed in the holes and shaped so that they were flush with the cylinder when the
key was in position giving the correct shear line for the tumblers. I then fitted the tumblers into the outer
body of the lock and cheated slightly by using small metal springs. (The lock was exhibited and passed to
members to examine. The side of the body was cut away so that the tumblers could be seen to rise and fall
as they key entered the lock.)

Mortise Lock Assembled

Component parts separated

Following on the next logical step was a mortise lock and the illustration shows the final result assembled
and in its component parts. Again the key lifts tumblers which allows the bolt to be moved. Happily the design of this lock allowed the springs to be made from thin strips of wood. The finished lock was faced with
a clear perspex sheet so that the operation could be observed as it was passed around the audience.
Searching the Internet and Youtube revealed that some other people had made locks notably a padlock and a
combination lock. The best example of a combination lock being that by Mathias Wandle on his Woodgears
Site. I decided that this section would not be complete without a combination lock and made my interpretation of his combination lock which can be seen in the next illustration.

Combination Lock Side view

Lock showing index wheels

The combination lock consists of three index wheels on one shaft. The first wheel is fixed to the shaft and
the remaining two can rotate freely but are restrained by a friction brake. Turning the wheel rotates the three
index wheel sin sequence so that when the correct combination is entered the slots align with the bolt allowing the latch to be with drawn by means of the small handle on the right of the combination wheel. There
are a variety of excellent videos on Youtube demonstrating this far better than it can be described in words.

Engines

I wanted to get a bit more dynamic at this point and knowing that most of the MAE in common with most
engineers are into steam I thought a steam engine would be an interesting project. The first example
above is a small oscillating engine and works quite happily on compressed air a fact demonstrated by a short
video to be found on the MAE Youtube site readily accessed via our web site link at www.mae.uk.com
I experimented with a slide valve model but sadly this was less successful and although the prototype was
shown it was not running at the time of the talk. However it demonstrates the principle of the eccentric linkage driving the slide valve

Mk 2 Wooden steam engine - a work in progress

Mechanisms and Machines
To illustrate the diversity of possibility a number of extracts from videos available on the Internet were
shown at this stage showing what are termed by their makers ‘Crazy Machines’ these being machines made
entirely of wood and displaying a mind boggling array of mechanisms, linkages, cogs, chains, etc. A sub
category of these being ‘Marble Machines’ that lift marbles to a height and then release them through a labyrinth of tubes, runs and machines reminiscent of ‘Heath Robinson’ or’ Rube Goldberg’.
A number of mechanisms have been reproduced in wood as generally pleasing and aesthetic to watch in
operation and play with. One example of which is the ‘Geneva Mechanism’ which produces and intermittent drive output from a rotary input. An example of which is shown below.

The above example was produced as a demonstration model for members to examine and operate. Rotation
of a crank on the rear results in an intermittent motion of the star gear determined by the number of arms.
The motion is particularly pleasing to operate.

Automata

An animated chicken that flapped by means of a rotating crank from which
it was suspended above a chicken rotisserie in a small café

Wood has been extensively used as a material for automata and this branch of wooden engineering shows
boundless possibilities for the inclusion of ingenious mechanisms. To supplement the two examples shown
on this page another Internet video was utilised to show a wide variety of automata and the mechanisms that
operated them.

Galloping horse - The crank rocks the horse and the legs swing freely against the base to make a clip clop noise

Advanced Extreme Timber Engineering
It is not commonly appreciated amongst the uninitiated that timber forms an integral part of some of the
most advanced forms of interstellar transport. The following slides show the blueprints and construction of
such craft which are possibly familiar to some members with specialism in this field.

Timber is also the material of choice for Universe Domination :-

The End ?

